The status of nose bleeding as a symptom of high blood pressure has been studied in patients admitted because of epistaxis. Twenty-six patients with a factor predisposing to nasal bleeding had age-and sexadjusted systolic and diastolic scores similar to those of the general population. One hundred and sixty-eight patients with no such factor formed a different population with significantly higher age-and sex-adjusted systolic and diastolic scores. It is concluded that epistaxis is a true symptom of hypertension.
Introduction
Epistaxis has long been included amongst the symptoms purported to be associated with hypertension (Riseman and Weiss, 1930) . However, examination of current medical textbooks reveals a complete disagreement as to the validity of this association, and a recent review of blood pressure symptoms (Leading Article, 1976) (Mitchell, 1959; Weiss, 1972 (Weiss, 1972) using data from self-administered questionnaires showed no relation of either systolic or diastolic blood pressure to epistaxis, but the subjectivity of such data and underestimation of symptom frequency due to failure of recollection are aspects of the method which may partly explain the discrepancy of results. The findings of the present study are consistent with an association between epistaxis and high blood pressure. 
